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Note From the Editor
The idea for issue two came to me as I was
reading through submissions to issue one. One of
our contributors mentioned the Romantics in their
piece, and I thought it would be an excellent topic
to explore in the next issue. I just had to figure out
which Romantic I wanted to pursue.
And I figured, why not Blake? He's a favorite, and duality is all
around us, making it a perfect topic to write about.
The submissions for this issue did not disappoint! We've got a
range of topics from love to fresh starts, returning to a
childhood home, and coming home from work.
I hope you enjoy these pieces as much as I have.
Thank you to all of the writers who submitted to this issue and
all of you who support this magazine! We couldn't have done it
without you!
Cheers,

Danielle Adams
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Starting Anew
by Katie Goldblatt

I am at the precipice of a catalyst,
one only I can launch myself into;
electrifying, energizing,
and so, so exciting to me
that the hair on my arms pops up at attention,
ready for the command to strike
and set me ablaze with delight.
What comes next? I might not know
the definite ending to this new
chapter in my story, but I am ready
to dive headfirst into this fire.
Filled with the desire
to see this to the end,
I cannot pretend I am not ready
for this change to change things
(most certainly) for the better,
for the greatest good I know.
I am ready to learn.
I am ready to continue to grow.
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Starting Over
by Katie Goldblatt

Once again, I am standing at the edge
of a new start, having circled back around
from the path I should not have taken.
I am lost, unable to navigate this maze.
Should I have known that my ways would lead me back
to this track? I suppose I could lack the vision
to see my journey through, but only in hindsight
can I see clearly. I do not think it will be held against me,
but I cannot know for sure.
Once again, I stand and stare down the road ahead;
it screams of danger, highlights my doubt. Yet,
it also brings forth the fire that burns within,
keeping me going through thick and thin,
through dark shadows and blinding light.
My optimism, my fight!
Do I know if this end will finally be
the fairytale utopia I seek? No,
but there is a chance it will be.
I will walk down this path for that hope inside me.
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On Returning to my Childhood Home
by Sean Wojtczak

Behold, my friend, the cradle of my youth!
The place where first I learned to rove and dream
And found within myself a hidden truth
When I would lie beside the placid stream.
What happy years were passed within this glade!
To see it now, my soul returns again
To afternoons so full of games well played
And starry nights when first I held a pen
And learned to trace the rhythms of my mind.
And look! The sun has come to welcome me
And bring me back to days I’ve left behind.
What miracles are found in memory!
I pray I never shall forget the days
Which formed my soul in oh so many ways.
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On Returning to my Childhood House
by Sean Wojtczak

Beware, my soul, this space so void of truth:
This place of starving nights and griefs extreme,
Of hardships which would steal away my youth
And leave me far more broken than I seem.
Such awful years were hidden in this shade.
My mother died before my age was ten
And then my father’s rage was all that stayed
Until I left to work for crueler men.
So thus, my fallen dreams are now confined
To hazy city streets where none are free
And scattered, shattered souls are left behind.
But even here, that house is haunting me.
A part of me’s forever in those days
Which formed my fate in far too many ways.
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Some Little Known Facts
by Melissa Ferrer

Did Ya Know,
you have stars in your eyes?
They say we are made of stardust
but they must
not know we are what speaks to stars-and their shine reflects back from
our minds and these little asters-windows into our own heavens-a light shining bright
even in

the ghouly garish night
when we aren’t feeling alright.

Did ya know, did ya
know that there is no such thing
as darkness without light
that photons (light particles, that is)
exist even in the darkest of those nights.
Did ya know
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Some Little Known Facts
by Melissa Ferrer

that you are a light,
even in your own, and sometimes
someone else’s,
pitch

black

night?

When I was a kid, not like I am now,
but like I was then… I used to
run down the hallways so the monsters
born in the dark couldn’t get me.
Do ya know I stare into darkness now,
light beaming from within-And I win
Every Time.
You know how everyone is seeking
the sublime? Did ya know it exists
in a smiley surprise that reaches the eyes?
AND when someone rests their hand on your
shoulder at just the perfect time! AND in
a hug that sucks all the ick from
the sickness
of grief.
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Some Little Known Facts
by Melissa Ferrer

Did ya know that happy teeth are pearly gates?
That a kind hand is a winnowing fan that can blow
all the nasties away. A kind deed done is a sign
of a war already won.
Did ya know, a laugh could scare away a thousand ghouls?
They may call us fools
because we don’t play by their
of propriety, and sober adultery.
No, we don’t abandon ourselves like that.
Did ya know I’d rather wear the sun as my hat
and have my feet bathing in the moon?
And that it’s never too soon
after being

rules

defeated

to remind someone
that they are needed.
How could we have constellations
to guide us
without the stars in their eyes?
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Some Little Known Facts
by Melissa Ferrer

Did ya know that means
that you are needed too?
Did ya know that? Huh?
Did ya?
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Some Learned Facts
by Melissa Ferrer

Did you know that there is a veil
over your eyes keeping you disguised
in darkness?
Did you know people are so afraid
of their own dark that they would rather
turn you into a monster?
Did you know there’s no such thing as monsters
under your bed? They are before your
eyes on the television set. and in your head.
Did you know that no matter how much you know
you will never get life
until you are living it?
Did you know that life isn’t about collecting
facts to build a makeshift kingdom
of selective knowledge for your comfort?
Did you know that for a thing to exist in the visible world
it must have at least two sides? like red
& blue. black & white.
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Some Learned Facts
by Melissa Ferrer

Did you know the world kills
innocent people for having big dreams?
Did you know that your dreams are still
the only hope we have of ever
getting it right?
Did you know that?
Huh? Did you?
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why did you leave without a note
by Noon Herd

the first time i met you, we didn't fit quite right,
like a bra too small for the expanse of my back.
still, we made it work, stretching for each other
until we came together as naturally as you giving me
your jacket, me wiping your tears. though we drifted,
you were a constant, and you're the colour of my
girlhood - your cyan backpack, your sure hands.
the last concrete memory i have of you is walking
through the hallways, nuzzling into your throat
as you pushed me away because my hair tickled.
still, you clasped my hand, kissed my wrist. later,
you told me that it's the sweetest thing you'd like
to experience.
now you're gone, and the marks on my back are
fading fast. i wish you'd come back. i wish you'd
come back.
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i hope this is what your note would've said
by Noon Herd

dearest, when you hear about me,
i hope your rage will subside like the sea.
this was for the best, though we both know
it to be untrue, but remember the good times.
remember how i pressed my lips to your pulse
and knew you would be okay because you are alive.
even though i am not, i hope you'll live enough
for me too; the world was only as wide as your grin;
only as bright as your hair when the sunlight
danced in your strands. remember how i told you
you are the literal worst, remember how you told me
i was the metaphorical best. maybe we should have
switched it around, but dearest, know that i am happy
and i will be happy if you are happy. i am happy and
you will be happy too. you will.
please get over me; i don't know if i'm worth it.
for old times' sake, pour me some milo and i'll join you
by the sunlight in your shadow.
remember not to stick your chopsticks upright.
remember to finish your food.
i love you; stay good.
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About Fidelity
by Michel Steven Krug

Life can be shrill, like target practice,
Feeling the need to defend
Though the greater risk is eschewing love
Where repetition is the sanctified regimen.
There’s no real duty in Fidelity,
When unselfish abundance is merged.
But there’s a shackle when love
Is equivocal, eyes scanning elsewhere
To upend incoherent love,
The vacation of passion.
Faithful belief in unrivaled devotion
Each night is a thrill, no fear of the chill.
To what would you rather make love:
Truth or fiction? Fantasy can either
Be dreamt from inside fluid truth or in
Truths wrapped in proffered fictions.
And when you wake up,
In which do you trust?
I want to drink love like a cocktail.
Intoxicating, savoring each of its flavors.
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About Fidelity
by Michel Steven Krug

The liqueur measured by instinct, not spoons.
The slopes of its lips
Locked in mine as if we are
Complimentary pieces of a puzzle
That intersection where love thrives.
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Ex-Post Love
by Michel Steven Krug

It’s a conspiracy:
the flowering colors and scents;
the frigid cold - the yearn for contact;
the measured ingredients in an adoring meal;
laughter borne from minds in synergy;
the shared sun on beach and in wind;
the bitters, mixes and spirits stirring it all,
the nature of love is immersion,
like seasons without borders.
Too little is pledged, so much is hedged,
what’s born of love too often a casualty
of love’s lapse, lives to revise,
as if security is expendable
in the name and frame of the self;
children orphaned from and by marriage,
but they’ll be okay,
this is modernity,
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Ex-Post Love
by Michel Steven Krug

when children return to nature,
cubs ready for release into the wild.
The fantasy of love develops as a child.
the cartoon romance in the sandbox,
comic book fish fries on the beach,
investing it all for the movie kiss,
boy meets girl scenarios
replete with mutuality of
purpose, affection, dedication, courage,
Hellenic constructs of soulful integration,
towards a triumphant end,
where the culture ever so slightly
advances against the tide,
finding a compass in the forest of the sea
where truths are as evident
as a sailboat in a breeze of love.
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Songs of Innocence
by Sabiha Musa

Kindness
You're right
She's wrong
Smile away the hurt
Embrace away the pain
Truth
She's right
You're wrong
Listen like you care
Teach like you understand
Kiss and make up
Marriage
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Songs of Experience
by Sabiha Musa

You left me
on my own
to struggle.
No home
No job
Back soon you said
Not to worry you said
It'll all be fine you said
- Blamed me
Later
When you returned
By then
I had a job
Two jobs
But you just lay in bed
All day
Up all night
Listless
Emotionless
Couldn't care - less
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Bitter Fruit
by Rebecca Kenny

These fruits are bitter on my tongue.
For a year now, I have savoured their taste,
Drank down the juices that dribbled from my chin;
I've read books beneath these boughs,
Learned to speak French,
Had my first kiss The shade from these leaves has sheltered me
From more than rain.
Yet now, these boughs, once luscious and green
Sit bare, naked, exposed
And I do not understand. For I am caring,
And I have fed and watered the ground beneath
Repaying the soil for what it has gifted me But what was once fresh
Now rots. Death spikes the air like poison.
These fruits are rotten.
And now,
Instead of basking in its dappled shade,
I grieve what I have lost.
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Your Poison Tree
by Rebecca Kenny

I lie beneath your poisoned tree, and
Dig my fingers into the earth.
The dirt settles beneath my fingernails
My hair collecting twigs, old leaves;
I bathe in its shade, defiant I face its roots, rough, gnarled,
Feel their knuckles scrape my spine I refuse to succumb to its heady fragrance;
I've seen the films. Read the books.
Instead, I take out my shovel.
I had offered for us to dig it up together
A ramshackle team formed from a communal anger
But you declined my offer.
Now, that wrath has grown, twisted, angry,
You don't have to like me But what you have cultivated is unsightly.
A parasite. A blight.
If you don't want to help me dig
I'll do it myself
After I carve my name into its bark
A reminder that even after all of this
I still want to talk
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Home From Work
by Gwendolyn Davidson

Two solid thumps, slow, moments apart, sound from outside. Before the
sound fades, the dog rushes to the front door, tail wagging, small
whimpers escaping, whole body wriggling.
Voices become audible from outside, and she paws at the door standing
between them. "Down, Rory," the voice from outside commands, and the
tail once more brushes the carpet. She reluctantly obeys, vibrating back
and forth, tongue hanging out, paws dancing in place.
As the door opens, she presses her nose through to sniff at the leg that
nudges her back as the adult and child enter. A hand ruffles her ears, and
she leaps into the touch, almost flying, spinning in circles, trying to lick
the hand back while receiving pets.
Then come the laces, as the scent trackers are removed. After pawing into
submission, the thin, loose strands that held the feet captive, she sniffs
the inside, knocking the shoe over to examine the sole before placing her
weight on it with an anticipatory bum wiggle. Her tail flicks. The shoe
remains motionless. She opens her mouth, brushing it with her teeth.
She rushes to the backpack and purse just as it is lifted out of reach.
Instinctively rising to continue her examination, her teeth accidentally
catch a stray tassel. She feels a light swat on the nose, "Down," and grins
with a wide-open mouth at her human, nudging against her leg.
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Home From Work
by Gwendolyn Davidson

The crinkle of a wrapper catches her attention, and she races to the living
room, claws clacking on the floor, paws sliding. Only momentum keeps
her upright.
She lays her head on the small knees, nose just beneath the granola bar,
tongue outstretched, panting. Her vision remains glued to the delicioussmelling treat. The child absentmindedly reaches to scratch her head.
With a quick, hopeful movement, Rory's tongue reaches for the treat that
is pulled out of reach at just the last moment. The pets resume, and Rory
closes her eyes, placing the full weight of her head on those grass-stained
knees, tail swiping the floor, and releases a deep sigh.
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Delayed
by Gwendolyn Davidson

The phone rang four times before she picked it up. She had glanced at the
clock twice, even reached for her keys. She sat with a sigh and lifted the
receiver.
Eight minutes later, standing in front of the elevator, she scrolled quickly
through a recipe until the ingredients appeared. With a growl, she closed
the tab and picked a different search term.
A co-worker called her name, and she flashed a quick half-smile, then
glanced back down at her phone. She somehow must have still seemed
welcoming enough to approach. She shifted, looking at her feet, as the coworker began speaking. The elevator doors opened... and closed again.
She nodded several times as the one-sided conversation engulfed her,
mind elsewhere. She unobtrusively leaned over, pressing the button
again.
As the doors opened a second time, she stepped sideways, gesturing with
her phone to the elevator and attempting a smile. She raised her fingers in
a frozen wave as she stepped backwards, consciously standing just far
enough in the doorway that there wasn't enough space to accidentally
invite her co-worker to enter.
A notification slid into view, and she read it quickly, pausing while she
considered her response. Two more immediately followed, and she
swiped them away. She locked her phone and waited for the elevator to
descend.
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Delayed
by Gwendolyn Davidson

The hall from the elevator to the parking garage seemed endlessly long,
tiles stretching to oblivion with no discernable pattern, florescent lights
buzzing at the back of her brain, closed doors with dark windows standing
sentinel to her lonely trek.
As she backed out, the car dashboard lit up with an incoming call. She
toggled the steering wheel button, and a small voice whined an inquiry
over the speakers.
"I'm almost there. Work went a little late. I'll see you soon." She listened as
she pulled out onto the street. "Yes, I promise." She stopped at a red light.
"Very soon, hun." Someone honked behind her. She pressed the gas harder
than expected and gasped as her vehicle leaped forward. "Not this time.
Maybe next week." She took a deep breath. "Five more minutes, hun."
Before she fully stopped, the back door opened. She waved at the adult
standing on the front step and turned to move the backpack out of the way
of the seatbelt latch. The door slammed, and the enclosed space erupted in
words and thoughts that drowned her own.
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CONTRIBUTORS
Katie Goldblatt (full name Katherine) has always had a passion and
talent for writing. She has enjoyed building worlds with words,
whether poetry, prose, fiction, songwriting, dramatic writing or
any other genre. Currently, Katie is a student at the State
University of New York at New Paltz, majoring in English with a
concentration in Creative Writing. She writes for two campus
publications - The Teller Magazine and The Poodle. Katie is also an
alumnus of the 2018 New York State Summer Young Writers
Institute at Skidmore College. When not writing or doing
homework, Katie enjoys doing community service with her fellow
brothers in the Alpha Gamma Delta chapter of Alpha Phi Omega,
reading good books, and hanging out with family and friends.
Sean Wojtczak is a graduate of the University of Iowa. His work
has been published in multiple locations, including Cleaver
Magazine, 1966, Eckleburg, Typehouse Literary Magazine, The
Keats-Shelley Association of America Blog, and the British
Association for Romantic Studies Blog.
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CONTRIBUTORS
Melissa Ferrer is a renegade with hippie tendencies. You can find
her work in South Broadway Ghost Society’s anthology Thought for
Food, Turnsol Editions anthology Florilegium, and her debut
chapbook, Birthing Pains. Recently, she’s been yearning to set down
her ego and replace it with the jubilation of the spirit.
Noon Herd is a young Tamil poet from Singapore who hopes to
one day catch the Windows screensaver bouncing into the corner
perfectly. She enjoys discovering new music and eating chili fries
with ice cream. She can be found on Instagram @noonherd.
Michel Steven Krug is a Minneapolis poet, fiction writer, former
print journalist, and Johns Hopkins Writing Seminars graduate.
He also litigated. His poems have appeared in Mikrokosmos, New
Verse News, North Dakota Quarterly, Eclectica, Writers Resist,
PRTN, Sheepshead, Ginosko, Mizmor Anthology 2019, Door Is A
Jar, Raven's Perch, Tuck Magazine, Poetry24, Main Street Rag, the
Brooklyn Review with poems forthcoming in Dash, Crack the
Spine and the St. Paul Almanac.
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CONTRIBUTORS
Sabiha Musa: Teacher Writer Traveller Wayfarer
Rebecca Kenny is a poet and teacher from Liverpool. She writes
about life, love, and things that make her feel something. You can
find her online: @rebeccakennywrites
Gwendolyn Davidson is a busy mom to a 16-month-old baby and a
20-month puppy who splits her evenings between two-night jobs,
the odd Dungeons and Dragons session. She manages to fit in
some writing occasionally. She loves books and reading, yoga,
sunlight, wild weather, long walks, and chocolate. She married a
train conductor who volunteers in the fire department, and their
perfect evening is one where the baby sleeps through the night,
and the dishes are clean.
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Thank You
FOR READING AND SUPPORTING
THE SUNSHINE REVIEW
Please follow us on Facebook and Instagram
(@thesunshinereviewlitmag) and Twitter (@TheSunRevLitMag) for
updates, submission deadlines, inspirational quotes, and more.

